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1 REPORT OF THE AUDITOR GENERAL  

To:  Municipal Committee of Shareholders  

    Board of Directors of RWC Bifurkacioni JSC 

    Chief executive Officer – Mr Xhabir Morina 

   Chief Financial and Treasury Officer – Mr Valon Sadiku 

   Address: str. Enver Topalli, 45, Ferizaj 

1.1 Audit Opinion on the Annual Financial Statements of RWC 

Bifurkacioni JSC. 

We have audited the Annual Financial Statements (AFS) of the Regional Water Company (RWC) 

Bifurkacioni JSC, which comprise statement of financial position for the year ended December 31, 

2019, statement of comprehensive income, statement of cash flow, statement of changes in equity 

and explanatory notes for the financial statements, including a summary of significant accounting 

policies. 

The following is the opinion of the Auditor General: 

Adverse Opinion  

In our opinion, because of the effects of the matter described in the section Basis for Adverse Opinion, 

the attached Financial Statements do not give a true and fair view of the financial position of RWC 

Bifurkacioni J.S.C., as at 31 December 2019, of its financial performance, and its cash flows for the 

year ended in 2019, in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS). 

Transactions were not carried out in compliance with the financial rules and regulations applicable 

to publicly owned enterprises.  

The basis for the adverse opinion 

The audit was carried out in accordance with the International Standards of Supreme Audit 

Institutions (ISSAI). Our responsibilities under those standards are further described in the section 

“Auditor’s General Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements” of our report. In 

accordance with INTOSAI-P-10 and ISSAI 130, as well as other relevant requirements for auditing 

the AFS of Publicly Owned Enterprises and the KNAO Code of Ethics, the NAO is independent of 

the Publicly Owned Enterprise RWC Bifurkacioni JSC. We believe that the audit evidence we have 

obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide the basis for our opinion.  
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 According to the International Accounting Standard - IAS 16, asset revaluations should be 

made regularly every three or five years to ensure that the accounting (net) value of the asset 

does not differ materially from what would be determined if the fair value is used at the end 

of the reporting period. 

The last time the company carried out the asset valuation process was in 2007. As a result, a 

number of assets (444 of them) are listed in the asset accounting register, with appropriation 

costs in the amount of €897,767, which are depreciated completely and recorded at zero 

values. These assets are still active and no revaluation and review of their durability was 

done. 

The issue of asset revaluation has also been addressed in the 2018 financial audit report, but 

according to company’s officials, lack of financial resources and loss-making business have 

affected the failure to take action for such a procedure. 

 According to the International Accounting Standard - IAS 16, in relation to the depreciation 

of assets, among other things, it is required that the depreciable amount of an asset should 

be distributed on a systematic basis during its useful life and depreciation ceases when the 

asset is fully depreciated. 

According to the implemented depreciation policies of the company, we have conducted the 

recalculation of depreciation by groups, and depreciation rates for which we conclude that 

depreciation costs have been understated by €8,721. This understatement has an impact on 

the company’s net assets, profit/loss and retained profits. 

 The “Value Added Tax (VAT) payable” account is the account of liabilities. Unpaid liability 

to the state for VAT is indicated through the credit surplus of this account. In the balance 

sheet, it is presented in the short-term liabilities section. 

The company submitted VAT liabilities in the amount of €396,392. However, our analyses 

conducted based on “Tax returns”, “General balance of taxpayer’s declarations and other 

transactions” and the confirmation letter received from the Tax Administration confirm that 

the company is a creditor to the Tax Administration in amount of €24,386, for this tax 

account. The difference between the amount presented in the balance sheet and the 

confirmed liability, in amount of €372,005.47, is the amount for which short-term liabilities 

have been overstated. This has happened because of the non-harmonisation for several years 

of VAT in the accounting records with the balance of declarations and debts to the Tax 

Administration.  

 According to IAS 20 - Government Grants, Grants related to assets, including non-monetary 

grants of fair value should be presented in the statement of financial position or by 

recognising the grant as deferred income or by deducting the grant received from the 

carrying value of the asset. 

The account “Liabilities to grants” was presented in amount of €5,076,691, which is 

overstated by €1,727,052. This overstatement was due to application of two different 
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depreciation methods for same grants. In the asset register, the linear depreciation method 

with the rate of 20% was applied, while in the accounting records of grants was applied the 

method of deductible balance with a depreciation rate of 5%. 

Furthermore, “Income from grants” were understated by €52,910, because the depreciation 

of assets from grants according to the asset register was €320,104, while accounting 

recognition as deferred income was €267,194. 

 Commercial accounts payable are liabilities incurred during the performance of the main 

activities of the entity. They are incurred as a result of the purchase of goods or services with 

later payment. 

Commercial accounts payable are understated by €10,268. This understated amount is as a 

result of technical errors carried forward from previous years. 

Furthermore, of 21 cases tested, for nine of them in amount of €13,048, we did not find any 

source evidence - invoices or contracts supporting the company’s obligation to suppliers. 

The lack of source documents for payables affects the reliability of financial information and 

incorrect presentation of obligations in the financial statements. 

In addition, our tests for 10 samples in amount of €15,141 show that the liabilities are older 

than one year. Some of them are since 2003, for which the company has not addressed the 

existence and assessment of liabilities through the inventory process where the result of this 

process should be reconciled with accounting books, according to Article 12 of the Law on 

Accounting, Financial Reporting and Auditing.  

 According to IAS 1, an entity should prepare its financial statements, with the exception of 

cash flow information, on the basis of increasing accounting. The purpose of the cash flow 

statement, according to IAS 7, is to meet the needs of users of accounting information 

regarding the monetary outcome, with the cash flow influx during an accounting period. 

The company has drafted the cash flow statement, but based on the issues raised above for 

the accounting items, trade payables, taxes payable, depreciation, losses of the year, items 

with  an impact (their overestimation or underestimation) in the cash flow from operating 

activities, we conclude that cash flow does not present accurate information. 

 According to IAS 1, a package of financial statements should also contain a statement of 

changes in equity, including the profit or loss of the period. The company has drafted this 

statement, but due to the issues raised regarding the revenues from grants and depreciation 

expenses with an impact on the financial result in the income statement, the loss of the period 

carried forward in this statement is not accurate. 

 According to IAS 1, explanatory notes are an integral element of financial statements. 

According to the definitions made in this standard, these financial statements should:  
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- Present information about the bases used to prepare the financial statements. According 

to IAS 1, an entity should prepare financial statements, with the exception of cash flow 

information on an accrual basis (basis of increasing accounting). 

Although at the beginning of the explanatory notes, the company made a statement of 

compliance for the preparation of the financial statements in accordance with the IFRS, 

it did not provide clear information in the narrative part on the basis of the preparation 

of financial statements.  

- Present information about the going hypothesis - When management is conscious, in 

assessing material uncertainties related to events or conditions that may cast doubt on 

the entity's ability to proceed according to the going hypothesis, explanatory information 

should be provided for these uncertainties.  

The company's management did not make an assessment of any material uncertainty 

regarding the company’s continuity, and consequently did not provide a statement on 

whether the financial statements were designed under the going assumption.  

- According to IAS 37, the entity should provide explanatory information on assets and 

contingent liabilities (possible obligations), unless the possibility of an entry/exit of 

resources involving economic benefits no longer exists. 

The company, for the events, which meet the conditions for their treatment as contingent 

liabilities, has not provided explanatory information. Those economic events are related 

to 12 court cases in amount of €166,189.  

- According to IAS 20, government grants should provide explanatory information on the 

accounting policies used for grants, the nature and size of government grants recognised 

in the financial statements, and the unfulfilled conditions associated with government 

assistance. 

Grant liabilities (government and international grants) were in amount of €5,076,691, for 

which no information was provided regarding the accounting policies implemented, the 

nature and size of grants, and whether these grants have specific conditions to be met.  

- Explanatory notes of financial statements present additional information in order to meet 

the needs of users with information on the composition of the balance sheet and income 

statement. They usually contain information on the accounting policies used by the 

entity to design financial statements. 

The information provided by the company in the explanatory notes is deficient in the 

accounting policy for measuring stocks, the book value of stocks according to the most 

appropriate classifications, and the value of stocks known as accounting period 

expenses: accounting policies for measuring the asset classes (properties, plants and 

equipment); and provision of accounts receivable. 
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Furthermore, there is a discrepancy between the explanatory notes on the receivables 

and the figures in the statement of financial position, as no explanations have been given 

for the revenues from the provision of receivables in amount of €60,364. 

In addition, there is no additional information about the ‘salary expense’ and ‘accounts 

payable’ items.  

 According to IAS 1, a complete group of published financial statements for general purposes 

includes: a statement of financial position at the end of the period, a statement of profit or 

loss and other comprehensive income for the period,  a statement of changes in the net equity 

for the period, a statement of influxes of monetary funds for the period, and notes, which 

include a summary of the most important accounting policies and other explanatory notes.  

The audit was carried out in accordance with the International Standards of Supreme Audit 

Institutions (ISSAI). Our responsibilities under those standards are further described in the section 

“Auditor’s General Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements” of our report. In 

accordance with INTOSAI-P-10 and ISSAI 130, as well as other relevant requirements for auditing 

the AFS of Publicly Owned Enterprises and the KNAO Code of Ethics, the NAO is independent of 

the RWC Bifurkacioni JSC. We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and 

appropriate to provide the basis for our opinion.  

Responsibilities of Management for Annual Financial Statements  

Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in 

accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRSs). Management is also 

responsible for establishing internal controls that management determines are necessary to enable 

the preparation of financial statements that are free from material misstatements whether due to 

fraud or error. This includes also the application of Law no. 03/L-048 on Public Financial 

Management and Accountability, as amended, Law no. 04/L-087 on Publicly Owned Enterprises, 

as amended, and Law no. 06/L-032 on Accounting, Financial Reporting and Auditing. 

Management is also responsible for conducting financial transactions in compliance with applicable 

legal framework. 

The Board of Directors is responsible for the oversight of the financial reporting process of RWC 

Bifurkacioni JSC. 

Auditor General's responsibility for the audit of the Annual Financial Statements 

Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements as whole 

are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report 

that includes our opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee 

that an audit conducted in accordance with ISSAIs will always detect material misstatement when 

it exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or 

in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of users 

taken on the basis of these financial statements. 
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As part of an audit in accordance with ISSAIs, we exercise professional judgment and maintain 

professional scepticism throughout the audit. We also: 

 Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether 

due to fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and 

obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. 

The risk of not detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for one 

resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, 

misrepresentations, or the override of internal control. 

 Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit 

procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing 

an opinion on the effectiveness of the RWC Bifurkacioni JSC internal control. 

 Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of 

accounting estimates and related disclosures made by management. 

 Conclude on the appropriateness of management’s use of the going concern basis of 

accounting and, based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists 

related to events or conditions that may cast significant doubt on the RWC Bifurkacioni JSC 

ability to continue as a going concern. If we conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we 

are required to draw attention in our auditor’s report to the related disclosures in the 

financial statements or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our 

conclusions are based on the audit evidence obtained up to the date of our auditor’s report. 

However, future events or conditions may cause the POE to cease to continue as a going 

concern. 

 Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial statements, 

including the disclosures, and whether the financial statements represent the underlying 

transactions and events in a manner that achieves fair presentation. 

We communicate with the management of the audited entity regarding, among other matters, the 

planned scope and timing of the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant 

deficiencies in internal control that we identify during our audit. 

We also provide the management with a statement that we have complied with relevant ethical 

requirements regarding independence, and to communicate with them all relationships and other 

matters that may reasonably be thought to bear on our independence, and where applicable, related 

safeguards. From the matters communicated with the management, we determine those matters 

that were of most significance in the audit of the financial statements of the current period and are 

therefore the key audit matters. We describe these matters in our auditor’s report. 

The audit report is published on the NAO’s website, except for information classified (as sensitive) 

or other legal or administrative prohibitions in accordance with applicable legislation. 
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2 Findings and Recommendations  

We have carried out the audit of the Annual Financial Statements of RWC Bifurkacioni JSC, for the 

year ended 31 December 2019, in accordance with the Law on the Auditor General and the National 

Audit Office as well as International Standards of Supreme Audit Institutions. Audit examinations 

were carried out to enable us to provide an opinion on the Annual Financial Statements. 

The audit subjects were the effectiveness of the internal control system, as well as the compliance 

with the legal and regulatory framework, but not for the purposes of making an opinion. 

The intention of the findings and recommendations included in this section is to improve financial 

reporting and avoid weaknesses in the internal control system. However, the issues raised in this 

report cannot be considered as a full reflection of all the weaknesses that exist or all the 

improvements that can be made. 

We have also reviewed the status of prior year recommendations and assessed the level of their 

implementation. [For more detail, see Annex II.] 

The National Audit Office recognises the co-operation of the management and staff of the Publicly 

Owned Enterprise RWC Bifurkacioni JSC during the conduct of the audit.  

2.1 Recommendations on opinion  

Recommendation A1 Board of Directors should provide a comprehensive review of the assets 

register and actual remedial action in accordance with the requirements of 

IAS 16 to revaluate and review the useful life of the assets. 

Recommendation A2 Board of Directors should ensure that appropriate action is taken to correct 

the cost of depreciation of assets, as a whole, as well as a comprehensive 

review of the asset register in relation to the valuation of prolonged useful 

life, or removal from the register of assets with net zero value in books. 

Recommendation A3 Board of Directors should ensure that accounting data are harmonised with 

the debt balance to the Tax Administration for VAT tax accounts as well as 

for all other tax accounts. 

Recommendation A4 Board of Directors should ensure accurate presentation of the obligation to 

grants and revenues from grants in the financial statements as well as the 

implementation of periodic harmonisation between the accounting records 

for grants with deferred income. 
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Recommendation A5 Board of Directors should ensure that the necessary actions have been taken 

to correct errors regarding the obligations in the accounting records, in order 

to make an accurate presentation in the financial statements. In addition, 

mechanisms should be established to review the liabilities register on a 

regular basis in order to verify the completeness and accuracy of the list of 

liabilities to suppliers. 

Recommendation A6 Board of Directors should ensure that the corrections of the errors identified 

in the cash flow statement and the statement of changes in equity have been 

made, for a fair and true presentation.  

Recommendation A7 Board of Directors should ensure that the explanatory notes contain the basic 

principles used to produce the financial statements and the information on 

the composition of the items in the statements is provided in accordance with 

the requirements of the accounting standards. 

Recommendation A8 Board of Directors should ensure that an analysis of the causes that have 

influenced the modification of the opinion is done and action to address these 

causes systematically is undertaken. This approach would prevent errors in 

the annual financial statements, thus ensuring a fair and true presentation of 

them. 

Management response:   They agree with all the issues under the basis for opinion  
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2.2 Accounting and Compliance Findings  

Policies and Accounting Procedures  

Issue A9:  Failure to draft Guidelines for Policies and Accounting Procedures 

Criterion According to IAS 8 “Accounting Policies, Changes in Accounting Estimates 

and Errors”, an entity selects and implements its accounting policies 

consistently for transactions, events and other similar conditions. According 

to this standard, accounting policies are the principles, bases, agreements, 

rules and special practices applied by an entity in the preparation and 

presentation of financial statements. They include judgments based on the 

latest information, which is reliable and available. 

Finding  Despite the fact that the company has a number of regulations, according to 

the Law on POE there are still no clear policies of accounting judgments and 

estimates used to produce annual financial statements. This issue was also 

raised and recommended in last year external auditor's report. 

Because of the Board of Directors' insufficient attention to issues that could 

risk company's strategic objectives, this issue has not yet been addressed.  

Impact In the absence of these accounting policies and procedures, the essential part 

of preparing financial statements may be compromised and material items 

misrepresented.  

Recommendation A9 Board of Directors should ensure the drafting of the guidelines for accounting 

policies and procedures and its implementation in the bookkeeping and 

financial reporting. 

Management response:   Agree 
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Stocks 

The amount of stocks item presented in the statement of financial position was €190,441. They 

mainly relate to materials, spare parts, oil and diesel which are related to the operation of services 

provided by the Water Supply and Sewerage Company. We have tested 16 samples of €40,616 as 

part of substantive testing, and the report of stocks registration for compliance tests was addressed. 

 

Issue A10:  Non-stocktaking of fuel stock and non-harmonisation of the stocktaking commission 

report with stock accounting registers  

Criterion According to Law No. 06/L-032 on Accounting, Financial Reporting and 

Auditing, business organisations, subject to this law, must verify at least once 

a year the existence and valuation of assets, liabilities and capital, through 

stocktaking of these items and their supporting evidence. The results from 

the stocktaking report must be reconciled with the accounting ledgers. 

Finding  According to accounting books and financial statements, the value of the 

stock of oil was presented at €4,232, for which we could not obtain assurance 

that it represents the correct status of stocks. This is because the commission 

for counting stocks, at the end of the year, did not register the amount of oil 

in the central warehouse in Ferizaj and in the warehouse in Pleshinë. In 

addition, the inventory commission in its report has identified stocks that are 

out of use due to defects while old stocks which have not been identified 

separately from other stocks and these damages have not been corrected in 

the accounting ledgers. 

According to the main warehouse officer, this situation occurred due to the 

lack of equipment for measuring the amount of oil, while the failure to correct 

the damaged stock in the accounting books was due to lack of knowledge of 

the relevant officer. 

Impact Non-inventorying the status of the stock of oil and non-correction in the 

accounting ledgers of stock damages reflects an unrealistic presentation of the 

status of assets in the statement of the financial position of the company.   

Recommendation A10 1 Board of Directors should ensure that the amount of oil is measured during 

the inventory process of stocks and the necessary accounting corrections for 

damaged stocks is done to ensure the accuracy of the value of stocks 

presented in the financial statements. 

                                                      
1 Issue A and Recommendation A – means issues and new recommendations,  
   Issue B and Recommendation B – means issues and recommendations repeated,  
   Issue C and Recommendation C – means issues and recommendations partly repeated. 
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Management response:  Agree 

Non-current assets  

Net value of the non-current assets item presented in the statement of financial position was 

€7,998,059. They mainly relate to land, buildings, water supply and sewerage network 

infrastructure, plant and equipment, inventory, and computer equipment and software. We have 

tested 100 samples of €3,115,020 as part of substantive testing, and seven (7) samples as part of 

compliance testing. We have also conducted substantial analytical procedures for the population as 

a whole in terms of depreciation. 

 

Issue A11: Non-harmonisation between the assets register and the stocktaking commission 

report  

Criterion  Article 12 of the Law on Accounting, Financial Reporting and Auditing (No. 

06/L-032) requires among others that business organizations, subject to this 

Law, must verify at least once a year the existence and evaluation of assets 

through the stocktaking process and this stocktaking must be reconciled with 

the accounting ledgers. 

Finding  The company has not made the harmonisation between the asset register and 

the stocktaking commission report. 

According to the officers of the company, this happened due to failure to 

attach the identification number to each asset, whereby the necessary 

corrections identified by the stocktaking commission would be made. 

Impact Non-harmonisation of the actual situation of assets with the accounting 

records results in incorrect presentations and disclosures of assets in financial 

statements.  

Recommendation A11 Board of Directors should ensure that corrective action is taken in relation 

to the necessary changes in the asset register, according to the factual 

situation ascertained and by carrying out periodic reconciliations of the 

stocktaking and evaluation commissions reports with the asset register.  

Management response:  Agree  
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Revenues 

Revenues generated amounted to €2,402,109. They relate to revenues from potable water supply 

and sewage collection in municipalities of Ferizaj, Kaçanik and Hani i Elezit. We have tested 104 

samples of €8,072 as part of substantive testing, and three (3) samples as part of compliance testing. 

We have also conducted substantial analytical procedures for revenues from the collection of 

commissioned accounts receivable from buyers of other services in the amount of €327,559. 

 

Issue A12: Failure to install water meters in all exits of the water produced  

Criterion According to WRA2 Regulation No. 08/2018, Article 3.3.1 on amending and 

supplementing Regulation No. 02/2016 on Minimum Water Standards in 

Kosovo, it is required to install water metering equipment for treating potable 

water at all exits of factory/wells.  

Finding  The company had a total of 15 water treatment centres (reservoirs), of which 

in only one of them (in the main centre) a water meter for measuring water 

production is installed, which comprised 66% of the service area while the 

rest in the scale of 34% of the service area, the produced water is estimated 

(without water meters installed for accurate measurement of produced 

water).  

One of the reasons for not installing these water meters so far was the 

unaffordable cost, but the company is in the process of receiving donor 

support for the implementation of this project. 

Impact Non-instalment of water meters in all water treatment and production centres 

is not only contrary to the requirements of the regulation of the water 

regulatory authority, but it also affects the incorrect presentation of water 

losses.   

Recommendation A12 Board of Directors should ensure that water meters are installed in all water 

treatment and production centres, whereby the exact loss of water is 

ascertained, so that then it would be possible to take measures for other 

causes of water losses.  

Management response:  Agree  

 

 

                                                      
2 Water Services Regulatory Authority   
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Expenditures on salaries  

Expenditures on salaries amounted to €1,229,588. By the end of the year the number of employees 

was 201, while three new employees were hired during the year. We have tested 100 samples of 

€53,232 as part of substantive testing, and 10 samples as part of compliance testing.  

 

Issue A13: Current work places not foreseen by organograms and regulations 

Criterion  Regulation no. 1468, of 2010, on salaries, representation, wages, penalties, 

incentives and other expenses, has foreseen work places, conditions, criteria 

and salary amount. Work places have been updated by adding some new 

positions with the approved organogram in 2017. 

Finding  Our tests show that 18 current work places are not foreseen by the salary and 

wage regulation, where eight of them are foreseen by the organogram while 

nine current positions are not foreseen by the regulation nor by the 

organogram. Furthermore, the office established in Hani i Elezit and the four 

job positions for this office are not foreseen in the regulation and organogram. 

This has happened due to Board of Directors’ and management’s insufficient 

attention in updating and supplementing the regulations and organogram in 

accordance with the current needs of the company.  

Impact Employment of staff for job positions that were not foreseen in the regulation 

and organogram increases the risk that hired employees may, in the absence 

of criteria and conditions set for these positions, not be competent and this 

can then lead to the failure to achieve company’s objectives.  

Recommendation A13 Board of Directors should ensure that regulations and organogram are 

reviewed on a regular basis, and updated and supplemented in accordance 

with the real and current needs of the company. 

Management response:  Agree  
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Issue A14: Payment of work experience in incompliance with the internal salary regulation 

Criterion  According to the “Regulation no. 1468 on salaries, representation, wages, 

penalties, incentives and other expenses”, it is emphasised that the right to 

work experience at 0.3% of the basic salary is recognised to workers for each 

full year of work experience, whenever the company creates financial 

conditions and financial stability to meet such an obligation. 

Finding  Our tests show that the company paid €24,986 more than the required work 

experience to be paid by regulation. This happened because the human 

resources department erroneously applied the 0.5% rate, referring to the 

Government’s decision No. 06/29, of 2015, which is binding to budget 

organisations only. 

Impact Non-harmonisation of the work experience payment with the internal salary 

regulation leads on increase of expenditures higher than foreseen, creates 

preconditions for not being in compliance with regulation when handling 

other cases and increases the possibility of expenditures for salaries that are 

not foreseen by regulations.   

Recommendation A14 Board of Directors should ensure that regulations are reviewed on a regular 

basis, and updated and supplemented as needed, work experience payments 

are made in accordance with internal salary regulation and applicable salary 

legislation. 

Management response:  Agree  
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Issue A15: Shortcomings in notifying candidates for tests and interviews  

Criterion  According to the Administrative Instruction no. 07/2017 for regulation of 

procedures of competition in the public sector, Article 8, it is required that the 

notification of candidates for the test shall be in writing.  

Finding  Our tests show that in three recruitment processes “Chief Financial and 

Treasury Officer”, “Internal Audit Officer” and for the position 

“Microbiologist”, there was no evidence of how the candidates were invited 

to the written test and interview.  

This happened due to incorrect application of the administrative instruction 

requirements for regulation of competition procedures.  

Impact Lack of evidence on how candidates are invited to the written test and 

interview is a potential risk of failing to notify any candidate to participate in 

the entire recruitment process. 

Recommendation A15 Board of Directors should ensure that notification method, regarding 

employment, is in line with the administrative instruction regulating the 

competition procedures in the public sector. 

Management response:  Agree   
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Issue A16: Incomplete commission composition when evaluating recruitment process  

Criterion According to the Administrative Instruction no. 07/2017 for regulation of 

procedure for competition in the public sector, Article 7, it is required that the 

selection commission shall consist of three members being head of 

commission and two members. 

Finding  Our tests show that for the position “Chief Financial and Treasury Officer” 

despite the decision appointing the commission consisting of the head and 

two members, the evaluation of the written test and interviews was 

conducted only by two commission members. While the minutes of the 

recruitment process were signed by the three appointed members according 

to the decision.  

This occurred due to insufficient attention of the Chair of the Board to ensure 

full compliance with formal procedures in the full functioning of the 

commission. 

Impact Absence of one of the members for evaluation of candidates does not ensure 

the required transparency in selection of the candidate for the respective 

position and can result in an incorrect evaluation. 

Recommendation A16 Board of Directors should ensure that evaluation of candidates is done by a 

commission composed of three members, thus ensuring a transparent and 

fair process for all candidates.   

Management response:  Agree   
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Issue A17: Allocation of funds on behalf of incentives to employees although company operates 

in loss  

Criterion  According to “Regulation on salaries, representation, wages, penalties, 

incentives and other expenses”, financial means can be allocated to 

employees on the occasion of religious, national, and end-of-year holidays, 

subject to the condition and financial stability of the Company.  

Finding  Although the Company was operating in loss, the Chief Executive Officer, 

allocated to all employees, without a returning obligation, a net of €30 each 

on the occasion of the New Year holiday. The total amount was €6,994. 

According to officers, the reason for the decision to allocate funds to 

employees is to motivate them for better performance for the upcoming year. 

Impact Allocation of funds to employees, in a situation when the company operates 

in loss, leads to Company’s further losses and is an inadequate example to 

stimulate performance improvement.  

Recommendation A17 Board of Directors should ensure that allocation of funds, on behalf of 

employee incentives, is made only when the company has the proper 

financial stability.  

Management response:  Agree   
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Issue A18:  Allowances and benefits of board members not in compliance with  Law on Publicly 

Owned Enterprises 

Criterion  According to the Law on Publicly Owned Enterprises, the POE is responsible 

for paying all compensation to its directors only from the payments foreseen 

by the shareholder’s decision. POE directors will not receive any 

compensation or other benefits from POE. 

Finding  Our tests show that two of the members of the Board of Directors were also 

compensated with the work experience allowance, for the whole year, in 

amount of €326, respectively for December, in the amount of €36. After we 

handled this issue, according to the Human Resources Officer, this was a 

technical error on the part of the Department of Administration, but which 

will be retroactively improved with the following months payments. 

In addition, payments for telephone top-ups were made for each month of 

the fiscal year to non-executive Board Directors. The total amount of these 

expenses was €692. 

According to the company’s officers, the payment for these expenses 

occurred as a result of the ongoing practice from previous years, based on the 

minutes of the Board of Directors meeting held on 16.04.2014.  

Impact Payment of allowances and other benefits, in addition to compensation for 

board members, is deemed to be inconsistent with the Law on Publicly 

Owned Enterprises and is considered irregular. 

Recommendation A18 Board of Directors should repeal the decision, which is contrary to the law, 

to ensure that the level of payments to the Board is in accordance with the 

Government Decision for the work performed in Boards and Commissions in 

accordance with the legal framework. 

Management response:  Agree   
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Operating costs and other expenditures  

Operating costs and other expenses were in amount of €300,933. They relate to expenses for repair 

and maintenance, administrative costs, energy and fuel, marketing and other operating costs. We 

have tested 47 samples of €44,873 as part of substantive testing, and 13 samples as part of compliance 

testing, (including 10 procurement procedures and three samples for direct purchases). 

 

Issue A19:  Undefined status by agreement concluded on the use of vehicle under the ownership 

of the Municipal Assembly of Ferizaj  

Criterion  IPSAS3 International Standards and Conceptual Framework paragraph 5, 

BC5.10, states that the legal ownership of a property is one method of 

accessing the service potential or economic benefits of an asset. This is an 

indicator of control. However, rights to service potential or the ability to 

generate economic benefits may exist without legal ownership of the 

underlying resource, through the holding and use of property. 

Finding  The company incurred expenses for the registration of the vehicle “Truck 

reservoir”, in the amount of €963, with the property statute in the name of the 

Municipal Assembly of Ferizaj. This vehicle was used for operational needs 

of the company, but under no written agreement between them. 

This was because the municipality’s management and RWC Bifurkacioni did 

not consider it necessary to draft a written agreement regarding the 

rights/obligations to transfer the use of property from municipality to the 

company. 

Impact Undefined status by agreement on use creates preconditions for possible 

misuse, and non-recognition of deductible expenses by the tax authority. 

Recommendation A19 Board of Directors should ensure that actual actions have been taken to 

define the status of the municipality’s assets by agreement, transferred for use 

to the company, where the duration, rights, obligations and responsibilities 

of the parties are determined.  

Management response:  Agree   

  

                                                      
3 International Public Sector Accounting Standards  
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Issue A20:   Non-appointment of the payment certification officer  

Criterion  According to the Law on Public Financial Management and Accountabilities, 

it is required that “Every Budget Organisation, autonomous executive agency 

and publicly owned enterprise should have a Certification Officer. The 

Certification Officer is responsible to ensure that the applicable conditions of 

a public contract are met before making or authorising payments under the 

contract. 

Finding  The Company has not appointed a payment certification officer yet. This role 

is partly covered by the Chief Financial Officer, but this is not a proper 

segregation of duties as the same officer both manages bank accounts and 

makes payment certifications. Moreover, the position of certification officer 

was not even foreseen in the organizational structure of the company.  

According to the Company’s Secretary, the appointment of the certification 

officer was not foreseen until that stage due to changes in the organogram 

which are expected to occur in the future according to the unique model of 

organograms for seven Regional Water Companies. 

Impact Non-appointment of a certification officer reflects a reduction in effective 

control and monitoring by management to meet contractual requirements 

prior to payment authorisation.  

Recommendation A20 Board of Directors should ensure a review of the organizational structure to 

fill the position, and ensure the appointment of a certification officer, to 

strengthen the internal controls, to prevent conflicts of interest and respect 

the rules of Financial Management and Control before proceeding with 

payments. 

Management response:   Agree   
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Issue A21:  Failure to draft the regulation on expenditures management  

Criterion  Article 7 of the Company’s Statute specifies that the Company must issue 

regulations which contain provisions for its administration and operation. 

Finding  Company’s management has not drafted regulations that would determine 

the flow of expenditure documentation, responsibilities, and cost 

management procedures according to where the company operates in the 

three regions. In addition, our tests on the cost of goods and services show 

that the invoices received from suppliers were not recorded. 

The reason for this was the lack of commitment by management to draft the 

regulation that determines the flow of expenditure documentation, while 

according to the statements of the Company’s Secretary, the regulation will 

be drafted in the future based on the models of other central RWCs.  

Impact Lack of regulation on expenditure management creates preconditions for 

irregularities in the flow of accounting documentation and increases the 

likelihood of financial errors or misuse. 

Recommendation A21 Board of Directors should ensure the regulation on expenditure 

management is drafted, which will clearly define the procedures and controls 

with reference to standards, requirements of the relevant applicable 

legislation and the needs of the company’s organisation. BoD should also 

ensure that all accepted invoices are recorded on the date of their receipt, in 

order to avoid double payments and to manage the obligations of the 

company in a timely manner. 

Management response:  Agree   
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Issue A22:  Splitting of tenders for similar/related supplies/services   

Criterion  Rules and Operational Guidelines for Public Procurement (ROGPP), Article 

5, specifies that the preparation of the annual procurement plan: Eliminates 

the necessity of emergency procurements or waivers; aggregates the 

requirements, wherever possible, to obtain value for Money; enables the 

identification of framework contracts; and avoids splitting up of procurement 

requirements, which are broadly similar or related.    

Finding  From our analyses regarding the report of the signed contracts, we identified 

that the company has applied splitting of tenders for the purchase of 

similar/related supplies/services, using the procedure for minimum value 

and small value. Given the value of the signed contracts, the company, for 

these purchases, should have conducted open procurement procedures 

according to the limit of the value determined by the legislation. The cases 

identified for tender splitting are as follows:  

- Three contracts for supply of drainage pumps and submersible 

pumps, totalling €2,714; 

- Three contracts for inventory supply, totalling €2,680; 

- Four contracts for vehicle repairs, totalling €3,120; 

- Two contracts for vehicle insurance, technical control and vehicle 

registration, totalling €14,593; 

- Three contracts for supply of printer and information technology 

equipment, totalling €2,197; and 

- Two contracts for supply of fuel for heating facilities, totalling €4,700.  

According to the procurement officer, this happened regardless that the 

requesting units were informed in time for accurate identification of requests 

so that the possibilities for tender splitting could be avoided, while in some 

cases, such splitting occurred due to occurrence of unforeseen needs in field 

for supplies/services.  

Impact Splitting and avoidance of appropriate procurement procedures reflect a lack 

of transparency and restriction of competition, jeopardising the qualitative 

aspect of the supplies accepted for the money spent. 

Recommendation A22 Board of Directors should ensure fair and accurate forecast by avoiding any 

splitting of same procurement activities to ensure efficient purchasing and 

enable thus the compliance with legal requirements for money spent.  

Management response:  Agree   
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Issue A23:  Failure to respect statutory deadlines for tender evaluation  

Criterion  Rules and Operational Guidelines for Public Procurement, Article 41, 

paragraph 41.2, stipulates that the tender evaluation process shall start 

immediately after the completion of the tender opening process and not later 

than 5 days after the completion of the tender opening process.   

Finding  In four4 of the ten tested procurement procedures, there were delays in the 

start of tender evaluation process from two to eight days delay. 

According to the procurement officer, the formation of the evaluation 

commissions has always been done within the statutory deadlines, and the 

obligation of the commission was to start the evaluation on time, while the 

delays in these cases are unjustifiable only regarding the commission. 

Impact Delays in the start of tender evaluation risk with improper evaluation, due to 

pressure of short time available and this can lead to errors, which can follow 

with complaints on the part of economic operators.  

Recommendation A23 Board of Directors should ensure that the procurement officer in charge is 

exercising effective oversight over evaluation commissions in order to avoid 

cases of delays in tender evaluation.  

Management response:  Agree  

  

 

                                                      

4 “Construction of the Pumping Station in Softaj village”, 2. “Construction of the 1st floor of annex of second building of 

the administration of RWC Bifurkacioni”, 3. “Supply of large phased parts for the needs of RWC Bifurkacioni JSC., 

Ferizaj”, 4. “Cleaning of water supply wells in Gurëz-Komogllavë villages Re-Tender II  
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Issue A24:  Contract awarding to unresponsive Economic Operators  

Criterion  The Public Procurement Law, Article 59.4, states that a contracting authority 

shall regard a tender as responsive only if it conforms to all requirements set 

forth in the contract notice and the tender dossier.  

Finding  The company awarded the contract to the economic operators, who had not 

submitted all the documents required in the tender dossier and in the contract 

notice for the procurement activities as follows: 

- The winning economic operator of the contract “Construction of the 

1st floor of annex of second building of the administration of RWC 

Bifurkacioni” did not submit a letter of reference or technical 

acceptance report that would prove the successful implementation of 

a similar nature contract, in amount of not less than €50,000. 

- The winning economic operator of the contract “Cleaning of water 

supply wells of Gurëz-Komogllavë villages Re-Tender II”, did not 

submit a letter of reference or technical acceptance report to prove 

the successful implementation of at least one similar nature contract 

in the last three years. In addition, it did not submit proof of booklets 

on the ownership and validity of registration of technical equipment 

available for project execution. 

 

The total value for the two awarded contracts is €40,640. 

This occurred due to the negligence of the evaluation commission members 

and lack of oversight of the evaluation process by the procurement unit. 

Impact Contract award to unresponsive economic operators jeopardises the 

implementation of contracts according to the requirements specified in the 

tender dossier and it can therefore lead to financial damage to the company.  

Recommendation A24 Board of Directors should ensure that the procurement officer in charge 

supervises the evaluation commissions in order to avoid contract awards to 

economic operators whose bids do not comply with all the requirements set 

in the contract notice and tender dossier. 

Management response:  Do not agree with the first part of finding. For more, see Annex 1, 

comment 1. 

View of Auditor General:  Interpretation made by the Company on the finding does not stand. 

See Annex 1, comment 1  
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Issue A25:  Non preparation of the contract management plan  

Criterion  Rules and Operational Guidelines for Public Procurement, Articles 61.7 and 

61.8, specify that upon receipt of the contract, the project manager shall 

prepare a contract management plan, using the standard form adopted by the 

PPRC. The contract management plan shall be prepared before the initiation 

of the implementation of the contract and shall be agreed between the parties 

of the contract. This shall be documented with the signatures of both parties, 

respectively the Project Manager and the Economic Operator.   

Finding  The Project Manager for the procurement activity “Supply of large phased 

parts for the needs of RWC Bifurkacioni JSC., Ferizaj” and “Insurance, 

technical control and registration of company vehicles”, has not drafted a 

contract management plan. 

According to the procurement officer, the manager was informed by this unit 

about the preparation of the contract management plan, but such a plan was 

not drafted by him. 

Impact Lack of contract management plan risks the systematic monitoring of contract 

implementation in accordance with the terms set in the contract and may lead 

to unforeseen deviations that may result in financial consequences. 

Recommendation A25 Board of Directors should ensure that a contract management plan is drawn 

up for each signed procurement contract in order to monitor and report on 

the progress of their implementation. 

Management response:  Agree  
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Issue A26:  Lack of documentation for Bank Financial Identification of Economic Operators  

Criterion  The financial identification document in part V of the contract requires the 

Service Provider to fill in the data for the bank account in which the payments 

will be made according to the invoice. The same form attached to the payment 

request must be used to report changes to the bank account. 

Finding  When we examined the contracts “Construction of the 1st floor of annex of 

second building of the administration of RWC Bifurkacioni”, “Supply of large 

phased parts for the needs of RWC Bifurkacioni JSC Ferizaj” and “Supply of 

fuel”, we noticed that the document for Bank Financial Identification was not 

filled in by the winning Economic Operators of contracts, a document which 

should contain detailed info about their bank account, where the funds would 

be transferred from the Company upon receipt of works/supplies.  

According to the procurement officer, such an omission occurred because it 

was considered sufficient that the financial data for payment are presented 

upon the submission of the invoice by the contractor. 

Impact Lack of Bank Financial Identification document with bank info validated by 

Economic Operators and their representative banks creates preconditions for 

errors during the transfer of payments to Economic Operators.  

Recommendation A26 Board of Directors should ensure that the Procurement Unit, when signing 

contracts, takes the necessary measures that the Bank Financial Identification 

Document, filled in by Economic Operators with the info of their bank 

accounts, is attached to the contract, thus making sure that payment transfers 

for accepted services are made to authorised bank accounts. 

Management response:  Agree  
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Issue A27:  Failure to include all procurements in the final annual procurement plan and failure 

to detail the plan  

Criterion  The Public Procurement Law, Article 8, stipulates that each contracting 

authority shall prepare a final written plan that identifies in reasonable detail 

all supplies, services and works that the contracting authority intends to 

procure over the course of such fiscal year. In addition, the Rules and 

Operational Guidelines for Public Procurement, Article 5, stipulates that the 

preparation of the annual procurement forecast: eliminates the need for 

emergency procurement and collects the requirements, when possible, to 

achieve the value for money. 

Finding  The company drafted the generalized “Final Annual Procurement Plan”, 

which was not detailed for each product, service or work that was intended 

to procure. The plan did not contain details about the units of measurement, 

the approximate annual quantity and unit prices of the planned 

products/services/works. 

Moreover, the two procurement activities “Construction of the Pumping 

Station in Softaj village” and “Cleaning of water supply wells of Gurëz-

Komogllavë villages Re-Tender II”, were not included in the annual 

procurement forecast despite the fact that the requesting unit had been aware 

of the constant and reasonable demands of the citizens for a regular supply 

of potable water, and that their needs would be met through these activities. 

The total value for the two-awarded contracts is €11,689.   

According to the procurement unit, this happened because the requesting 

units did not forecast the projects, and did not detail the requests. 

Impact A generalised procurement plan, as well as the non-inclusion of projects in 

the plan creates opportunities to include products, services, unnecessary 

work during the procurement procedures, which are not related to the 

implementation of the company’s objectives through specific contracts; 

additional costs for carrying out procurement activities; and failure to achieve 

the intended value for money. 

Recommendation A27 Board of Directors should ensure that the procurement unit and the 

requesting units are co-ordinated when drafting the “Final Annual 

Procurement Plan”, enabling the preparation of a detailed plan for each 

product, service, and work and eliminate any procurement need beyond the 

plan.   

Management response:  Agree  
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Issue A28:  Shortcomings in tender dossier drafting and delays in performance of works  

Criterion  The Public Procurement Law, Article 69.6, stipulates that in procedures 

leading to the award of a public contract covering the execution of work 

projects or the performance of construction activities, a contracting authority 

may require economic operators to provide evidence demonstrating their 

technical and professional ability to execute such projects or to perform such 

activities.  

Finding  For procurement activities “Construction of Pumping Station in Softaj 

village” and “Construction of the 1st floor of annex of second building of the 

administration of RWC Bifurkacioni”, we identified shortcomings in the 

Tender Dossier for technical and/or professional suitability requirements, as 

there were no requirements regarding school and professional qualifications 

of the leading personnel of the economic operator and, in particular, of the 

persons directly responsible for implementation of work projects, and the 

requirements related to the report of average labour force and average 

number of leading personnel of the economic operator. In addition, our 

examination of contracts of these two procurement activities shows that the 

works were completed with delay of 68 and 60 days respectively. 

Furthermore, the company did not exercise its right to receive liquidated 

damages due to contractor’s delays in execution of contracts, for each passing 

day, equal to 0.25% of the value of unfinished work up to a maximum of 10% 

of the total contract value, between the period of the termination of contract 

and the current date of termination, as specified in Articles 8 and 9 of the 

contracts with the two economic operators.     

According to the procurement officer, the procurement unit did not consider 

it reasonable to include such requests in the tender dossier, and neither was 

such a thing requested by the requesting unit. As for not using the right to 

receive liquidated damages due to delays, the procurement unit was not 

informed about them by the project managers. 

Impact Shortcomings in drafting of requirements for professional suitability lead to 

award of contracts to operators with limited professional capacity and lack of 

staff, which present problems during contracts implementation and may be 

followed by failure to fulfilment of contracts. While failure to use the right to 

receive liquidated damages leads to financial damages for the company. 
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Recommendation A28 Board of Directors should ensure that the procurement unit, when 

preparing the tender dossier, includes the essential requirements of technical 

and professional suitability of the economic operators. BoD should also 

ensure that project managers exercise strict supervision during 

implementation of contracts, so that they are carried out within the set time 

limit. 

Management response:  Agree  

   

 

Issue A29:  Failure to publish the Final Procurement Forecast in the company’s website 

Criterion  Rules and Operational Guidelines for Public Procurement (ROGPP), 5.7., 

stipulates that within 15 days after the appropriations legislation for the fiscal 

year is promulgated, each CA, which is a public authority or a public 

undertaking, shall prepare and shall publish in the website of the respective 

CA and shall submit the same to the Central Procurement Agency, the Final 

Procurement Forecast.    

Finding  The company has not published the final procurement forecast for 2019 on its 

official website. According to the procurement officer, the final procurement 

forecast was not published due to shortcomings in the regular maintenance 

of the website.  

Impact Non-publication of final procurement forecast weakens transparency to the 

public and potential beneficiaries about the company’s development 

activities. It also creates information constraints for economic operators 

interested in bidding, depending on the company’s requirements for meeting 

work/supply/service needs. 

Recommendation A29 Board of Directors should ensure that the final procurement forecast is 

published in the official website of the company, hereby promoting 

transparency of the company’s development activities. 

Management response:  Agree  
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Issue A30:  Failure to appoint the Authorising Officer for initiating procurement activities  

Criterion   The Public Procurement Law, Articles 22.1 and 22.2, specify that for each 

proposed procurement activity at a contracting authority, the CAO shall 

designate one person to act as the Authorising Officer for that procurement 

activity. The Authorising Officer shall authorise the initiation of procurement 

activities.  

Finding  The company has not appointed an Authorizing Officer to initiate 

procurement activities. This role was exercised by the Chief Executive Officer, 

who authorised the initiation of all procurement activities. 

Failure to appoint the Authorising Officer was due to management’s failure 

to establish the appropriate controls and positions in the company, according 

to the requirements of the legal provisions.  

Impact The absence of the Authorising Officer presents a shortcoming in the 

functioning of internal control during the cycle of initiation of procurement 

activities. 

Recommendation A30 Board of Directors should ensure that there is a proper segregation of duties 

and responsibilities, and that appropriate action is taken to appoint an 

Authorising Officer to enable the strengthening of internal controls and 

compliance with the legal provisions of public procurement.  

Management response:  Agree  
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Issue A31:  Lack of evidence on the process to invite to tender for minimal value procedures  

Criterion Rules and Operational Guidelines for Public Procurement, Article 54, 

stipulates that the Contracting Authority must contact at least three economic 

operators for the minimum value procedure, and is obliged to document this 

process through the Register of the contacted Economic Operators.   

Finding  For the activity “Supply of equipment for information technology for the 

needs of the company”, we identified a lack of register of economic operators 

contacted for the minimal value procedure, which would prove the process 

of invitation to bid. 

According to the procurement officer, no explanation can be given as to why 

this situation occurred. 

Impact Lack of register of contacted economic operators, for the minimum value 

procedure, represents lack of transparency and of effective competition when 

using company’s funds. 

Recommendation A31 Board of Directors should ensure that the procurement unit, in using the 

minimum value procedure for procurement of goods/services/works, 

proves the invitation process for bidding through the register of contacted 

economic operators.  

Management response:  Agree  
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Internal Audit Unit  

The Internal Audit Unit (IAU) operates with one Auditor. For carrying out an effective audit, a 

comprehensive program of activities is needed, which reflects the company’s financial and other 

risks and provides sufficient assurance on internal control effectiveness. The impact of internal audit 

result should be judged by the importance that the management gives to implementation of audit 

recommendations.  

The IAU prepared the annual plan forecasting to carry out eight audits, of which only two were 

completed in 2019. The Audit Committee (AC) held two meetings and discussed the IAU reports.  

 

Issue A32:  Failure to implement the internal audit annual plan  

Criterion  According to the Internal Audit annual plan, the IAU has planned to conduct 

eight audits for 2019. 

Finding  Internal Audit had a low level of the audit plan implementation, where of the 

eight planned reports, only two or 25% of the planned reports were 

completed. 

This is due to the ineffective functioning of the IAU and the lack of oversight 

by the Audit Committee.  

Impact Failure to implement the IAU annual plan reduces the assurance provided to 

management in relation to the functioning of controls in the company. This 

can result in unidentified weaknesses and the continuation of ineffective 

practices that can result in financial losses for the company.    

Recommendation A32 Board of Directors should ensure the fulfilment of planned activities of the 

IAU and effective monitoring by the Audit Committee so that deviations 

from the plan are addressed in a timely manner. A review should be 

undertaken to address the causes for non-implementation of the annual plan. 

Management response:  Agree  
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Issue A33:  Failure to draft Policies and Procedures of internal audit activities  

Criterion International Standards for the Professional Practice of Internal Auditing 

2040 require that the head of internal audit must establish policies and 

procedures to guide the internal audit activity.  

Finding  The Internal Audit Unit does not have policies and procedures designed to 

regulate the internal audit process. This is due to lack of initiatives from this 

unit.  

Impact In absence of these policies and procedures, the IAU may avoid professional 

internal audit practices and therefore fail to serve the purpose for which the 

unit was established.  

Recommendation A33 Board of Directors should ensure that actual steps are taken to design 

policies and procedures that guide the IA activities.  

Management response:  Agree  

 

Issue A34:  Ineffective functioning of the Audit Committee  

Criterion  The Instruction MF No. 01/2019 on Establishment and functioning of the 

Audit Committee, stipulates that meetings of Audit Committee shall be held 

at least four (4) times per year and shall be invited by the Head of Audit 

Committee. The meeting shall take place if majority of Audit Committee 

members participates. 

Finding  For 2019, the Audit Committee has not functioned effectively while it held 

only two meetings. 

This was due to insufficient interest of the Audit Committee to contribute to 

the improvement of internal controls, good governance and risk management 

of the company. 

Impact Ineffective functioning of the AC increases the risk of the functioning of 

internal controls, good governance and risk management.  

Recommendation A34 Board of Directors should ensure that the Audit Committee functions 

effectively, contributes to good governance, internal controls and risk 

management and has close co-operation with IAU.   

Management response:  Agree  
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3 Issues solved during audit cycle  

We also found issues that were communicated to management and they were effectively solved 

during the current audit. As such they require no further action but they are reported only for the 

purpose of documenting the communication, actions undertaken and their results. Such issues are 

as follows:  

Issue 1: Non-drafting of the Internal Audit Statute  

Finding  IAU did not draft the Internal Audit Statute according to the requirements of 

the standard. This was due to a lack of attention from the Audit Committee 

and the internal audit unit to prepare this formal document. 

Required action  Board of Directors, in co-operation with the Audit Committee, should ensure 
the drafting of the IA statute, clearly defining through this formal document 
(statute): the purpose, position, authority and responsibility of internal audit 
activities in the company. 

Result  IA statute was drafted in December 2019 and approved on 05.02.2020. 

 

Issue 2: Non-drafting of the strategic plan and annual audit plan not risk-based  

Finding  The Internal Audit Unit has drafted an annual plan where it planned to 

conduct audits. However, this plan was not risk-based. Furthermore, this unit 

did not have an approved strategic plan yet.  

Required action  Board of Directors should ensure that the strategic plan is drafted and the 
annual audit plans are made based on risk including objectives, scope, time 
and allocation of commitment resources. The plan should consider the 
company’s strategy, objectives, and risks associated with risk management 
engagement. 

Result  The Strategic plan was drafted in October 2019 and approved on 19.02.2020. 

 

Issue 3: Cases of lack of evidence for work attendance  

Finding  Our tests show that, in two cases, the employees of the company, in June and 

August only signed-in, but did they not sign-out. 

Required action  Board of Directors should take all actions to ensure that salaries are paid for 
the hours worked and that the attendance of employees at work is constantly 
monitored as provided for by regulations. In cases of unjustifiable absences 
at work, measures should be taken as provided for by the regulations in force.  
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Result  The Company has envisaged additional measures regarding future control in 
order to prevent such omissions. The Audit Team did not notice such 
omissions upon testing attendance for the following months. 
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Annex I: Comments of POE regarding Findings in the 

Report  

Comment 
no. 

Findings/ 
Issues 

Agree 
Yes/No 

Comments from the POE 
in case of disagreement 

NAO view  

1 Issue 24: 
Contract 
awarding 
to 
unrespon
sive 
Economic 
Operators 

We do 
not agree 
with the 
first part 
of finding 

According to our 
interpretation, the winning 
EO was awarded in 
compliance with the 
requirement foreseen in the 
tender dossier no. 600-KRU 
Bifurkacioni Sha-19-2343-5-
2-1 dated 17.04.2019. We 
consider that the EO fully 
met the requirements of 
professional and 
professional/technical 
including items 9.1 and 9.2 
on technical and 
professional capacity for 
the following reasons: 

1) In our interpretation, 
the narrative 
“Economic Operator 
(EO) should provide 
proof of having 
successfully 
implemented at least 
one (1) similar nature 
contract (building 
construction) in the last 
three (3) years, in 
amount of not less than 
€50,000”, does not 
exclude the possibility 
of reaching this amount 
by one and more 
contracts; 

In the contract notice and tender 
dossier for the abovementioned 
contract, as to technical and 
professional responsiveness 
requirements and evidence  
required, the contracting 
authority (CA) “Bifurkacioni” 
has specified the following:  

Economic Operator (EO) should 
provide proof of having 
successfully implemented at 
least one (1) similar nature 
contract (building construction) 
in the last three (3) years, in 
amount of not less than €50,000. 
As evidence the OE should 
submit the signed and stamped 
list of implemented contacts   
attaching thereto at least one (1) 
letter of reference or proof of 
technical acceptance. However, 
the winning contract EO failed 
to submit the proof of having 
successfully implemented at 
least one (1) contract in afore 
amount (letter of reference or 
proof of technical acceptance). 

Therefore, the interpretation of 
“Bifurkacioni”, dated 
11/06/2020, that “… [it] does 
not exclude the possibility of 
reaching this amount by one 
and more contracts” does not 
stand as it is not specified under 
the Contract Notice and Tender 
Dossier.  

Further, given that our tests 
found absence of evidence 
required by basic 
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2) In this case, this amount 
was reached through 
references dated 
25.04.2019 prot. nos. 
VIII-97 and XVII-106, 
issued by Municipality 
of Obiliq – Directorate 
of Health and Social 
Welfare, the amount of 
€20,981.30, and by 
Directorate of Local 
Infrastructure, the 
amount of €31,639.84. 

Based on the above, we 
consider this criteria is met.  

documentation of procurement 
activity such as Contract Notice 
and Tender Dossier, the finding 
stands. 
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Annex II: Status of previous year(s) recommendations  

The audit on the 2018 AFS of RWC Bifurkacioni JSC was carried out by a private auditing company. 

The audit report resulted in four (4) key recommendations. The RWC Bifurkacioni did not prepare 

an Action Plan stating how all recommendations will be implemented, other than the comments on 

the audit report. 

At the end of our 2019 audit, one (1) recommendation was partly implemented and three (3) have 

not been addressed yet. For a more thorough description of the recommendations and the way they 

have been addressed, see Table 4 (or Table of recommendations).   
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Table 4 Summary of recommendations in 2018 and 2019 

No. Audit area Recommendation of 2018 Actions undertaken Status 

1 AFS We recommend the 
management to draft 
suitable accounting policies 
in line with the standards, 
applicable laws and 
regulations, and 
professional requirements 
of management. 

According to the 
responsible officers in 
RWC Bifurkacioni, the 
company is in the 
process of reviewing all 
the company’s policies 
and regulations (finance, 
HR, revenues, assets, 
etc.) which should be 
updated as they have 
not been updated for a 
long time (2010,2007)   

 

Recommendation 
unimplemented  

2 Assets  We recommend the 
company’s management to 
re-evaluate assets by 
analysing costs in order to 
present their realistic value. 

 

According to the 
responsible officers, 
when it is financially 
suitable, the company 
should engage 
professional companies 
for the re-evaluation of 
all company’s assets. 

 

Recommendation 
unimplemented  
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3 Inventorying 
of assets and 
liabilities  

We recommend the 
company’s management to 
draft a guideline on 
inventorying the assets and 
liabilities. Further, the 
officers in charge for 
accounting records should 
not be appointed to 
registration commissions as 
their duty for the official 
position is harmonisation of 
physical registration with 
accounting records of these 
accounts. When 
inventorying the assets and 
liabilities of the company, 
we recommend to develop 
procedures for 
harmonisation of 
accounting records with 
reports of commissions in 
order to conduct the 
accounting finding and of 
surplus and deficit 
accounting adjustment on 
31 December 2018.  

 

The composition of 
inventorying 
commissions, given the 
avoidance of conflict of 
interest, has been 
addressed. As for the 
inventorying guidelines, 
it is undergoing the 
preparation of the 
Handbook for Asset 
Management, which 
will include this 
guideline, while the 
harmonisation of the 
inventorying 
commission reports of 
assets with the 
accounting records has 
not been done this year 
due to lack of assets 
barcode (identification 
number) and for this the 
cost of purchasing 
equipment for printing 
the barcodes has been 
researched.      

Recommendation 
partly 
implemented on 
the part of 
inventorying 
commissions, 
whereas 
regarding the 
drafting of the 
guideline, it is 
under 
implementation.  

  

4 Open items 
of certain 
accounts by 
the end of 
the period 

We recommend the 
company’s management to 
assign an officer for 
accounts receivable within 
the Department of Finances 
whereby the possibilities to 
manage such accounts – 
current assets according to 
standards and applicable 
laws would be increased.  

We recommend the 
management to apply in 
stipulated periodic 
timelines the “reminders” 
and letter of “open item 
extract” on open positions of 
company’s clients. The same 
should apply to receipt of 
such letters from suppliers 

According to the 
company’s officers, due 
to financial difficulties 
an officer for accounts 
receivable has not been 
appointed yet, and they 
are in the process of 
updating the regulations 
wherein  requests for 
periodic harmonisation 
with suppliers will be 
included as there has 
been no such practice so 
far. 

Recommendation 
unimplemented  
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responding to letters 
received.  

No. Audit area Recommendations of 2019 

1 Basis for 
Opinion 

Board of Directors should provide a comprehensive review of the assets 

register and actual remedial action in accordance with the requirements of 

IAS 16 to revaluate and review the useful life of the assets. 

2 Basis for 

Opinion 

Board of Directors should ensure that appropriate action is taken to correct 

the cost of depreciation of assets, as a whole, as well as a comprehensive 

review of the asset register in relation to the valuation of prolonged useful 

life, or removal from the register of assets with net zero value in books. 

3 Basis for 

Opinion 

Board of Directors should ensure that accounting data are harmonised with 

the debt balance to the Tax Administration for VAT tax accounts as well as 

for all other tax accounts. 

4 Basis for 

Opinion 

Board of Directors should ensure accurate presentation of the obligation to 

grants and revenues from grants in the financial statements as well as the 

implementation of periodic harmonisation between the accounting records 

for grants with deferred income. 

5 Basis for 
Opinion 

Board of Directors should ensure that the necessary actions have been taken 
to correct errors regarding the obligations in the accounting records, in order 
to make an accurate presentation in the financial statements. In addition, 
mechanisms should be established to review the liabilities register on a 
regular basis in order to verify the completeness and accuracy of the list of 
liabilities to suppliers. 

6 Basis for 
Opinion 

Board of Directors should ensure that the corrections of the errors identified 
in the cash flow statement and the statement of changes in equity have been 
made, for a fair and true presentation. 

7 Basis for 
Opinion 

Board of Directors should ensure that the explanatory notes contain the 
basic principles used to produce the financial statements and the 
information on the composition of the items in the statements is provided in 
accordance with the requirements of the accounting standards. 

8 Basis for 
Opinion 

Board of Directors should ensure that an analysis of the causes that have 
influenced the modification of the opinion is done and action to address 
these causes systematically is undertaken. This approach would prevent 
errors in the annual financial statements, thus ensuring a fair and true 
presentation of them. The financial statements, based on the KCFR 
instruction, and their signing by the COE and TCFO can be made only upon 
applying all the necessary controls, a prior to submitting them to BoD. 

9 AFS Board of Directors should ensure the drafting of the guidelines for 
accounting policies and procedures and that it is implemented during 
bookkeeping and financial reporting. 

10 Stocks Board of Directors should ensure that the amount of oil is measured during 
the inventory process of stocks and the necessary accounting corrections for 
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damaged stocks is done to ensure the accuracy of the value of stocks 
presented in the financial statements. 

11 Assets Board of Directors should ensure that corrective action is taken in relation 
to the necessary changes in the asset register, according to the factual 
situation ascertained and through the implementation of periodic 
harmonisations between the stocktaking commission reports and estimate 
with the asset register. 

12 Revenues  Board of Directors should ensure that water meters are installed in all water 
treatment and production centres, whereby the exact loss of water is 
ascertained, so that then it would be possible to take measures for other 
causes of water losses. 

13 Expenditures 
on salaries 

Board of Directors should ensure that regulations and organogram are 
reviewed on a regular basis, and updated and supplemented in accordance 
with the real and current needs of the company. 

14 Expenditures 
on salaries 

Board of Directors should ensure that regulations are reviewed on a regular 
basis, and updated and supplemented as needed, work experience 
payments are made in accordance with internal salary regulation and 
applicable salary legislation. 

15 Expenditures 
on salaries 

Board of Directors should ensure that notification and notification method 
regarding employment are in line with the applicable administrative 
instruction. 

16 Expenditures 
on salaries 

Board of Directors should ensure that evaluation of candidates is done by a 
commission composed of three members, thus ensuring a transparent and 
fair process for all candidates. 

17 Expenditures 
on salaries 

Board of Directors should ensure that allocation of funds, on behalf of 
employee incentives, is made only when the company has the proper 
financial stability. 

18 Expenditures 
on salaries 

Board of Directors should ensure that compensation to Board Members is 
done in compliance with the legal framework and that the level of payments 
is in accordance with the Government Decision for the work performed in 
Boards and Commissions. 

19 Operating 
costs and 
other 
expenditures  

Board of Directors should ensure that actual actions have been taken to 
define the status of the municipality’s assets by agreement, transferred for 
use to the company, where the duration, rights, obligations and 
responsibilities of the parties are determined. 

20 Operating 
costs and 
other 
expenditures 

Board of Directors should ensure a review of the organizational structure to 
fill the position, and ensure the appointment of a certification officer, to 
strengthen the internal controls, to prevent conflicts of interest and respect 
the rules of Financial Management and Control before proceeding with 
payments. 

21 Operating 
costs and 
other 
expenditures 

Board of Directors should ensure the regulation on expenditure 
management is drafted, which will clearly define the procedures and 
controls with reference to standards, requirements of the relevant applicable 
legislation and the needs of the company’s organisation. BoD should also 
ensure that all accepted invoices are recorded on the date of their receipt, in 
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order to avoid double payments and to manage the obligations of the 
company in a timely manner. 

22 Operating 
costs and 
other 
expenditures 

Board of Directors should ensure fair and accurate forecast by avoiding any 
splitting of same procurement activities to ensure efficient purchasing and 
enable thus the compliance with legal requirements for money spent. 

23 Operating 
costs and 
other 
expenditures 

Board of Directors should ensure that the procurement officer in charge is 
exercising effective oversight over evaluation commissions in order to avoid 
cases of delays in tender evaluation. 

24 Operating 
costs and 
other 
expenditures 

Board of Directors should ensure that the procurement officer in charge 
supervises the evaluation commissions in order to avoid contract awards to 
economic operators whose bids do not comply with all the requirements set 
in the contract notice and tender dossier. 

25 Operating 
costs and 
other 
expenditures 

Board of Directors should ensure that a contract management plan is drawn 
up for each signed procurement contract in order to monitor and report on 
the progress of their implementation. 

26 Operating 
costs and 
other 
expenditures 

Board of Directors should ensure that the Procurement Unit, when signing 
contracts, takes the necessary measures that the Bank Financial 
Identification Document, filled in by Economic Operators with the info of 
their bank accounts, is attached to the contract, thus making sure that 
payment transfers for accepted services are made to authorised bank 
accounts.  

27 Operating 
costs and 
other 
expenditures 

Board of Directors should ensure that the procurement unit and the 
requesting units are co-ordinated when drafting the “Final Annual 
Procurement Plan”, enabling the preparation of a detailed plan for each 
product, service, and work and eliminate any procurement need beyond the 
plan. 

28 Operating 
costs and 
other 
expenditures 

Board of Directors should ensure that the procurement unit, when 
preparing the tender dossier, includes the essential requirements of 
technical and professional suitability of the economic operators. BoD should 
also ensure that project managers exercise strict supervision during 
implementation of contracts, so that they are carried out within the set time 
limit. 

29 Operating 
costs and 
other 
expenditures  

Board of Directors should ensure that the final procurement forecast is 
published in the official website of the company, hereby promoting 
transparency of the company’s development activities. 

30 Operating 
costs and 
other 
expenditures  

Board of Directors should ensure that there is a proper segregation of duties 
and responsibilities, and that appropriate action is taken to appoint an 
Authorising Officer to enable the strengthening of internal controls and 
compliance with the legal provisions of public procurement. 

31 Operating 
costs and 

Board of Directors should ensure that the procurement unit, in using the 
minimum value procedure for procurement of goods/services/works, 
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other 
expenditures 

proves the invitation process for bidding through the register of contacted 
economic operators. 

32 Internal 
Audit 

Board of Directors should ensure the fulfilment of planned activities of the 
IAU and effective monitoring by the Audit Committee so that deviations 
from the plan are addressed in a timely manner. A review should be 
undertaken to address the causes for non-implementation of the annual 
plan. 

33 Internal 
Audit 

Board of Directors should ensure that actual steps are taken to design 
policies and procedures that guide the IA activities.  

34 Internal 
Audit 

Board of Directors should ensure that the Audit Committee functions 
effectively, contributes to good governance, internal controls and risk 
management and has close co-operation with IAU. 

*This report is a translation from the Albanian original version. In case of discrepancies, Albanian 

version shall prevail. 
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Annex III: Audited Annual Financial Statements  
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Bilanci i giendjes sd KRU Bifurkacioni shA Ferizaj mE 31.12.2019

Pasqyra e pozitds financiare
me 31 dhjetor 2019

shenimi 31.12.2019 31.t2.2018

PASURTTE

Pasurit6 afatshkurta
Paraja dhe ekuivalentet e parase
Llogaritd e arkdtueshme
Parapagimet / avanset e paguara
Kerkesat nga ATK - tatimi
Stoqet
Pasuritd tjera

369,088.8
5,260,123.6

1,354.6

790,441.3

246,166.2
4,922,560.9

1,645.0

192,587.8

afatshkurtra 9s9.9

7,988,059.5 8,793,325.6

Pasuriti afatgiatq
Prona, paisjet dhe impiantet
lnvestimet ne vijim
Pasurite tiera afatsi
Giit suritE afatuiata 7,988.059.5 793,325.6
GJITHSEJ PASURITE 1

DETYRIMET DHE EKUITETI
DETYRIMET
Detyrimet afatshkurta
Mibitdrheda bankare
Llogarit€ e pagueshme
Kredite dhe huat6, pjesa afatshkurtdr
Interesi i paguesh6m
Tatimi n€ fitim, i paguesh6m
Tatime te tjera te pagueshme
Detyrimet ndaj lizingut, pjesa afatshkurtCr
Detyrime tiera afatshkurte
Giithse rimet afatshkurta 521.376.4

110,593.0

410,7%.;

133,555.;

420,9g8.;

Kredit€ dhe huatd, pjesa afatgiate
Detyrimet ndaj lizingut, pjesa afatgSata
Detyrime tj er a afatgj ata
Gjithsejt detyrimet afatgiata 5,076,691.1 5,343,gg5.4

_G{ITHSEJ DETYRIMET
EKUITETI

5,076,6(,l.; 5,343,885.4

25,000.0 25,000.0
(2,405,891.1) (2,449,027.5)

Kapitali aksionar
Fitimet e mbajtura
Fitimi apo humbja e vitit afarist
Rezervat e tjera

(50,511.5)
10,642,544.6

38,329.9
t0,642,544.6

Detyrimet afatqiata

GJITHSEJ EKUITETI 8,211,142.0 8,257,847.0
GJITHSEJ EKUITETI DHE DETYRIMET 13',809,209.4 14,156,286.1

'!EWry***"
Valon Sadiku
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Pasqyrat Financiare 2019

u

Pasqyra e tE ardhurave p6r periudh6n 01.01.2019 deri 31.12.2019

Paqsyra e td ardhurave gjithdperfshir€se
pdr vitin qe p6rfundonmE 31.12.2019

shenimi 31.12.2019 31.12.2018

€€
2,341,744.0 2,444,454.0
(42,853.2) (38,657.2)

T€ hyrat
Kosotoja e shitjes

Ftti.i / hrr"bir b"rt

Shpenzimet operative
Shpenzimet administrative
Shpenzimet e personelit
Shpenzimet e zhvler€simit
Shpenzime tjera

Td ardhura financiare
Shpenzime financiare

(232,480.0)

(63,933.4)

(r,229,590.3)
(879,387.0)

(4,376.4)

(263,076.0)

(78,882.9)

(1,272,950.6)

(881,728.8)

(34,282.4)

Fitimi / Humbia o

Fitimi / humbia para tatimit

Shpenzimet e tatimit n6 fitim

Fitimi/humbiaevitit
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Pasqyrat Financiare 2019

ilI
Pasqyra e rrjedhjes sE paras6 se gatshme p6r vitin qE p6rfundon mE 31.12.2019

Pasqyra e rrjedhjes sd parase s€ gatshme
pdr vitin qd pdrfundon md, 31.12.2019

shEnimi 31.12.2019 31.t2.2018
€€

(50,511.5) 38,330.1

Rrjedha e parasd nga aktivitetet operative

Fitimi / ( humbja ) e vitit

Zhvler6simi i pron6s, paisjeve dhe impianteve
TE ardhurat financiare
Shpenzimet financiare
Fitimi / ( humbja ) nga shitja e prones
Shpenzimet e tatimit nd fitim

879,387.0 881,728.8

Rritja ) / zvogelimi n€ llogaritd e ark6tueshme tregtare dhe t6 tjera
Rritja ) / zvogClimi nC stoqe
Rritja ) I zvogllimi n€ pasurite tjera

Rritja / ( zvog0limi ) n€ llogaritd e pagueshme tregtare dhe tE tjera
Rritja / ( zvogElimi ) nC detyrime td tjera
Tatimi nd fitim i paguar

Pagesat per blerjen e pronds, paisjeve dhe impianteve
Arkdtimet nga shitja e prones, paisjeve dhe impianteve
Pagesat per blerjen e e pasurive te paprekshme
Interesi I arketuar
Dividendat e arketuara

(277,086.8) (469,4t5.6)
2,146.5 7,311.0

(60, 1 85. 1) (t02,657 .9)

(19,307.9) (27,926.7)
(10,205.1) (50,502.1)

Interesi i paguar

nn;

Rrjedha e parasd nga Aktivitetet Investuese

(74,t20.9)_ (73,477.4) e

Rrjedha neto e paras6 nga aktivitetet investuese (74,120.91 (13,477,4\

Rrjedha neto e paras€ nga aktivitetet financuese

Deponimet e kapitalit shtes6
Dividendat e paguara
Arkdtimet nga kredit€ dhe huatd
Ripagimi i kredive dhe huave
Pagesat e lizingut financiar (267,194.3) (294,738.7)
Rrjedha neto e paras6 nga aktivitetet financuese (267.194.3) O94.738.j\

Rrjedha / ( zvogdlimi ) neto i parasd dhe ekuivalenteve G paras€ 122,922.0 (31,348.5)

!4raja dhe ekuivalent0t e parasi n€ lillim td vitit 246,166.7 z77,5ls,z

dhe ekuivalentdt e DarasE nd fund ti vitit L66.7
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IV
Pasqyra e ndryshimeve nG ekuitet p6r vitin qE p6rfundon mE 31.12.2019

Pasqyra e ndryshimeve nd ekuitet
p6r vitin q€ p6rfundon mE 31.12.2019

Kapitali aksionar Fitimet e mbajtura Rezervat tjera Gjithsejt
Gjendja md 1 janar 2018 25,000.0 Q,448,027.5) (2,423,U7.5)

Fitimi/humbjaevitit
Dividendat

Deponimet shtesd

38,329.9-

10,642,544.6

38,329.9-

10,642,544.6Ndaria e rezervave

Gjendja me 31 dhjetor 2018 25,000.0 8,232,941.0 8,257,847,0

Gjendja mE I janar 2019 25,000.0 (2,405,991.1) (2,380,891.1)

Fitimi/humbjaevitit
Dividendat

Deponimet shtese

Ndarja e rezervave

(50,5 1 1 .5)

10,642,544.;

(50,511.5)

10,642,544.;

Gjendja me 31 dhjetor 2019 8,211,142.0
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l. Informata t€ pErgiithshme

f#'ri**if,,iir}*#l[ lfiifr:*' publike per orrimin e shdrbimeve r€ rumizimir me uj6 td pijshem

Paraardhesia e kdsaj kompanie dshtc themeluar nd vitin l952si nderrmarrje p€r grumbullimin e mbeturinave.Ne vitin 1961 eshte pdruruar Fabrika e Trajtimit te u:ii rE Fr.rnire, e cila n€ vit in t966esht6 marrd n€nmenaxhim nga kjo nddrmarrje, ndn statusin e noermar4er rnoie.o."-shtet€rore me em6rtim in ZyEZDA (ndgiuhen shqipe YLLD' Kete emertim e ka mbajtur deri nt vitin iqqg kur transformotreine nddrmarrje publikepcr ofrimin e sh€rbimeve tE ujdsjellesit, tanalizimit Jhe 
-g;umuurrimit 

te mbeturinave nen menaxhimin eShtvlles se IV te Misionit t6 Komteve te Bashkuara pe; Afini;*1'l_:_5g.ov6s (trNMIK), si NddrmarrjeKomunale Publike e emertuar si organizata Shoqerori F"u,ril..ibsHp) HlDRo-rttcjteNa.
Ne nentor t€ vitit 2003, osHP HIDRo-HIG.JIENA.ndahet ne dy kompani td reja dhe te pavarura publike: nekompanind publike,Kompania Rajonale pdr Ujesjelles dhe ianalizim (KRITK) BIFURKACIONI, e cilamerret vetdm me sherbimet e ujcsjell€sit dhe kinalizimit dhe n6 kompanine'tjeter publike Nd€rmarrjaPublike Rajonale pdr Mbeturi"l oinnruD pasrgniiC; ;il merret me mir€mbaitjen e past.rtis€ dhegrumbullimin e mbeturinave. Ne pjesen . p?Ie td vitit zoo+, xnur ffirjiiKA;ioNl regjistrohet ngaQeveria e Kosov€s,-^respektivishi ngu .lvlinirtriu . i."gtte dhe Industrisd (vendimi i KRIrKBIFURKACTONI Nr. 793 i d,ates t:..0g.;OO4). o-

Me vendim td Qeverisd se Kosovds, *i.ur::llMinistris€ se Tregtisd dhe Industris€, me 3l Maj te vitit2ooTKRUK Bifurkacioni Nd.ermarrje purtiG 
QrlP) transfo.*or,.t ni Shoqeri Aksionare (shA) t6 Komunds seFeizait me 85'30% td aksioneve dhe t€ Komunes se Kaganikut me 14.70%ote aksioneve, duke u riemertuarsi KRUK BIFURKACIONI shA. Deri nd 3l Qershor zdos, kj" t"mpani cshte;;li;;qyrur nga AgjencioniKosovar i Mirdbesimit, ndersa pas kcsaj date mbikeqyret nga rorn*ut e Ferizajtdhe KaEanikut.

Nd Mars 2009' nE m€nyrd te nieanshme dhe t€ kunddrligishme u pavaresua njesia e Kaganikut, duke u ndarenga KRUK BIFURKACIoNI dhe duke u emdrtuar si rypBrpu, ndcrsa ribashkimi eshte b€re ne Janar2015.

Me k€rkesen e zytes Rregullatore per uj€sjellds_ dhe Kanalizim (tash Autoriteti Rregullator per Shdrbimet eujit) dhe duke u bantar nd LigjinNr. oqlL-ttt pcrnarystrimtri g!. protesimin e LigjitNr. 03/L 087 p6rNddrmarrjet Publike, ne mbledhjen e Bordit te Drejtorev.io dute. rc.ol.2or4merret ,rJ.rai,, per ndryshimine emcrtimit t6 kompanisd nga KRUK Bifurkacioni ne rnu Bifurkacioni shA (KRU_Bi

KRU-B posedon licencdn nlr \1ve-l9n e vep_1im1a1sd se saj, re leshuar ne 25.09.201g, me numer L-06l2org,nga Autoriteti Rregullator per Sherbimet e Ujit (ARRU) pe. poiuor,e n20lg_2026.

vlerat kryesore te kompanise jane perkushtimi pdr ofrimin e sherbimeve cilesore ndaj konsumatordve, arritjae vetdqdndrueshmdrisd financiare dhe t€ qenit transparent 
"orj 

ar,t".eue relevant td sei<torit t6 ujit ne Kosovd.

Kompania eshte e rexhistruar me num€r unik identifikues g10663353, 
.num€r fiskal 600027gg2, numrit teregiistrimit td biznesit:70433592 dhe gertifikat€n e TVSH-6s me numci,' j:oo:sssg. eJ."ru e zyresq.ndrore€sht€ rruga o'Enver Topalli,, nr.45 nd Ferizaj.

Kapitali fillestar i regiistruar i Kompanise dshte 25,000.00 Euro. Kompania Regjionale e ujit dheKanalizimit Bifurkacioni shAr Ferizaj ka edhe nj€sit e r":r, il:eri" operative igifr.ku"Ioni,, 
ne Kaganik dheZyra e Sherbimeve ne Han te Elezit.

V
Politikat kontabdl dhe sh6nimet shpjeguese nE pasqyrat financiare p6r vitin 20tg
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Pasqvrat Financiare 2019

Bazat e pirgatitjes dhe potitikat kontabil
Pasqyra financiare eshtd raport financiar p€r qellime te pergjithshme i cili pergatitet ne pajtueshmeri meligjet dhe rregulloret.ne fuqi nd Kosov6, me Standard.t. rorTuuilitetit dhe nd harmoni me kerkesat e Borditp€r Raportime Financiare t€ Kosov€s, si dhe pdr nevoja td Menaxhmentit dhe ,nr.lterr.rue tjer6.Pasqyrat financiare jand p€rgatitur n€ pajtim me kostot historike te pasurive ihe detyrimeve p€r gka kaddshmi t6 mjaftueshme."',

Njohja e tE hyrave
Tc hyrat nga shitja e mallrave njihen kur mallrat jand dordzuar dhe pronesia esht€ bartur.

Kostot e huamarrjes
Te giitha kostot e huamanjes njihen nd pasqyr€n e td ardhurave n€ periudhen ne td cil6n kan€ ndodhur.

Tatimi nd fitim
Tatimi n€ fitim pa'raqet shum€n e tatimit te pagueshdm aktual dhe te tatimin e shtyre. Tatimi i pagueshemaktual eshte i bantar n€ fitimin e tatueshem te vitit.
Tatimi i shtyrd njihet nga diferencat nd€rmjet vleres kontabel td aseteve dhe detyrimeve nd pasqyratfinanciare dhebazat e tyre p€rkatdse tatimore (te njohura si diferencat e p6rkohshme). Detyrimet e shtyratatimore njihen pdr td giitha diferencat e perkohsLme td cilat pritet t6 rrisin fitimin e tatueshom n6 t6ardhmen' Pasurite e shtyra tatimore njihen per te giitha diferencaie perkohshme te cilat pritet te zvogdlojn€fitimin e tatueshdm nd t€ ardhmen dhe goo numtle tatimore ose kreditim tatimor te papdrdorur. pasurit6 eshtyra tatimore maten me shumdn me te iarte qe, ne baz€, te fitimit te tatuesh€m t6 tanishdm ose t€ ardhshemtd vlerdsuar, ka m6 shum€ gjasa q€ t6 rimerret sesa q€ te mos rimerret.
vlera kontabel neto e pasurive td shtyra tatimore risnikohet ne gdo dat6 te raportimit dhe negullohet p6r t6pasqyruar vleresimin aktual td fitimeve td tatueshme n€ rd uidhrrr.r. Ad"';;g"iiim njihet n€ fitim osehumbje.
Tatimi i shtyr€ €shtd llogaritur duke pdrdorur normen tatimore qd pritet te zbatohet nd fitimin e tatuesh6m(humbjen e tatueshme) t€ periudhave ne td cilat tatimi i shtyre si aset pritet qd t0 realizohet ose detyrimet eshtyra tatimore qe te zgjidhen, ne baze tE nornave tatimore q6 jan€ nd fuqi ose q6 do td jen6 nd fuqi deri nefund tc periudhds raportuese. r J-

Prona, pajisjet dhe impiantet
Prona, pajisjet dhe impiantet jane matur me kosto minus zhvlerdsimi i akumuluar dhe gdo humbje eakumuluar nga demtimi (rdnia n6 vler6).
Zhvleresimi ngarkohet ne menyrc qc te ndahet kosto e pasurive minus vlera e tyre e mbetur pergjatd jetes s€p€rdorimit td parashikuar, duke pdrdorur metoddn lineare. Normat vjetore t6 mdposhtme jane perdorur p6r
zhvlerdsimin e prones, impianteve dhe pajisjeve:

Paisjet e zyres, veturat
Nd€rtesat, njeti i ujesjelldsit dhe kanalizimit

20%
5%

Ndse ka nje tregues se ka pasur nje ndryshim te rendcsishem ne norm€n e zhvler6simit, je6n e dobishme osevleren e mbetur td njd pasurie, zhvleresimi i kesaj pasurie rishikohet n6 menyre prospektive per t6 pasqymarpritshmerit€ e reja.
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Pasurit6 e paprekshme

Pasurite e td paprekshme jand softueri kompjuterik i blerd q6 njihet me koston minus amortizimin e
akumuluar dhe gdo humbje te akumuluar nga demtimi (renia n^e vlere). Amortizohen gjate jet€s sd tlne t0
llogaritur prej 5 vjetesh duke pdrdorur metoddn lineare. N€se ka nje iregues se ka pasur nje ndryshim te
renddsishdm nd norm€n e amortizimit, jetds sd dobishme ose vleres re .nb.t . td nje pasurie io papiekshme,
amortizimi rishikohet n6 mCnyre prospektive p€r td pasqyruar pritshmerite e reja.

D6mtimi (rdnia nE vlerd) i pasurive

Nd gdo datc tc raportimit, prona, pajisjet dhe impiantet, pasurite e tjera t€ paprekshme dhe investimet ne
pjesemarrje rishikohen per te pdrcaktuar nese ka ndonje tiegues se k6to pasuri ian6 pesuar ndonj6 demtim,
perkatesisht ndonj6 humbje nga r€nia nd vlere. Nese ka nle tr"grr.s per renie t€ mundshmq shuma e
rikuperueshme e gdo pasurie td prekw (ose grup pasurish tc ngjashrie) vleresohet dhe krahasohet me vleren
e. saj kontabel. Ne qo{t€ se shuma e vlercsuar e iikuperuesfr.* erhte me e ulet, vlera kontabel ulet deri n6
shumdn qe vlercsohet se do td merret, nddrsa shuma e demtimit (humbja nga r6nia n6 vlere) njihet menj€herd
n€ pasqyren e t€ ardhurave.

Ne menyr€ t€ ngiashme, nd gdo dat€ t0 raportimit, stoqet vleresohen per renie t6 vlerds duke krahasuar vleren
kontabdl neto t€ gdo artikulli t€ stoqeve (ose grupit te artikujve t€ ngjashem) me gmimin e tij te shitjes minus
kostot e shitjes. Ndse njd artikull i stoqeve (ose grupi i artitu.lve td ngjashme) eshG i demtuar, vlera e tij
kontabdl reduktohet pdr gmimin shitds minus kostot e shitjes, dhe humbja nga r6nia nd vler6 njihet menjeher[
ne pasqyren e te ardhurave.

Ne qofte se d€mtimi (humbja nga rdnia nd vlere) me pas kthehet, vlera kontabel e pasuris€ (ose grup pasgrish
te ngiashme) rritet p€r vlerdsimin e rishikuar te shumds se tij t€ rikuperueshme (gmimi shit6s minus kostot e
e shitjes, ne rastin e stoqeve), por jo ne tejkalimin e shumcs qe db te ishte pdrcaktuar nese nuk do ishte
njohur asnje humbje nga renia ne vlere per pasurin6 (grup pasurish te ngjashrne) nd vitet e mcparshme. Njd
anulim i nje humbjeje nga renia ne vlerd njihet menj€here ne pasqyr6n e te ardhurave.

Stoqet

Stoqet jand ptezantuarme vleren md td uldt ndErmjet kostos dhe gmimit te shides minus kostot e kompletimit
dhe shitjes. Kosto e stoqeve td shitura eshte llogaritur duke pdrdorur metoden e kostos mesatare.

Llogaritd e arkdtueshme

Shitjet jane bdr6 ne bazdtd afateve normale t€ kreditimit, si dhe llogarit€ e arketueshme nuk bartin interes, ne
fund te vitit fiskal llogarit e arketushme nuk jane provizionuar. Ne funA te gdo periudhe raportuese, vlerat
kontabcl t€ llogarive tE arkdtueshme tregtare dhe td tjera shqyrtohen.

Llogarit€ e pagueshme

Llogarit6 e pagueshme tregtare jane detyrime ne baze te afateve normale t€ kreditimit dhe nuk bartin interes.
TC pagueshmet tregtare tE shprehura nC monedhe t€ huaj shprehen n6 valuten Euro duke perdorur kursin e
kdmbimit nd datdn e raportimit. Fitimet ose humbjet e kembi*it valutor jane t6 perfshira n6 t6 ardhurat e
dera apo shpenzimet e tjera.
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Pasqyrat Financiare 2019

PASURITii
Pasuritd afatshkurtra
Paraja dhe ekuivalentet e parasd
Llogaritd e arkdtueshme
Parapagimet /avanset e paguara
K6rkesat nga ATK - tatimi

Pasuriti afatgiata
Prona, paisjet dhe impiantet
Investimet ne vijim

Detyrimet afatsh kurtra
Mibiterheqia bankare
Llogaritd e pagueshme

Kreditd dhe huatd , pjesa afashk.
Interesi I pagueshem

Tatimi n€ fitim,I pagueshdm

Tatime te tjera td pagueshme

Detyrimet ndaj lizingut , pjesa afatshk.
Detyrime tj era afatshkurte

2019 2020

Stoqet
Pasurit€ tjera l9o'441'3 192'587 '8

Gjithse.i pasuri 5,921,009.3 5,362,959.9

369,0gg.g
5,260,123.6

1,354.6

2019

110,593.0

246,166.2
4,922,560.9

7,645.0

2020

133,555.3

7,989,059.5 8,793,325.6

Pasuritd tj era afatgi ate
Cjittrsejt pasurit
GJITHSEJ PASURI 7,988,059.5 8J933255

410,793.3 420,999.4

Gj ithsejt detyrimet afatshku rtra 521,376.4 554,553.7
Detyrimet afatgiata
Kredite dhe huate , pjesa afatgjate
Detyrimet ndaj lizingut , pjesa afatgjate
Detyrime tj era afatgj ate 5,076,691.7 5,343,995.4
Gj ithsej t detyrimet afatgi ata 5,076,691,1 5,343,995.4
GJITHSEJT DETYRIMET 5,599,067.5 5,899,439.1

T€.hyrat
Te hyrat nga shitja e ujit
Te hyrat nga ujrat e zeza

Te hyrat nga tarifat fikse
Te hyrat nga sherbimet tjera

2019
1,249,390.02

409,312.99

385,931.77

3t,025.39

2018
1,337,966.09

430,394.44

361,146.t6

33,690.r6
267,194.26 281,257.13

giitnseitenyra
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Pasqyrat Financiare 2019

Shpenzimet Operative
Pdrshkrimi

2019 2018

Shpenzimet e pagave

Shpenzimet e energjise 
(1'229'590'30) (1'212'950'64)

(147,868.69) (143,816.97)
Shpenzimet administrative (63,933.3g) (7g,gg2.gg)
Shpenzimet e mirembajtjes dhe riparimit 62,4g1.s3) (g5,70g.4g)
Shpenzimet e derivateve- lendeve djegese (30,275.37) (31,41g.55)
Shpenzimet e marketingut o,g44.43) (z,l3l.g5)

Giithsej shpenzimet operative ?arr- OarrJ92)
Shpenzimet e amortizimit

"iran."i, 
.nO.nrrrn"

Q,409,7 67.10) 2,470,920.64)
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